


M0BILE EI/ERYTHINE - rhis may sound old and

ordinary, but the first mass used smartphone was only

five years ago and the shift to this becoming our

default personal assistant and digital best friend has been quick

and taken for granted. As we continue to take great big gulps of

digital oxygen from our devices, our addiction will only continue'

ln this post iPhone era, where our desire for mobile gadgets will

be far less brand dependent and more about features, Apple will

start to lose it's cool.

APPY [IAYS - An industry that hardly existed five years

ago is now mainstream, a viable career choice set to

turn over $12 billion next year. lt has quickly moved

beyond just being about angry birds and games, to having a

serious business side, with these little digital front door keys

poised to be the death knell of traditional websites'

BRING lI ALt I0GET}|ER - w" want everythins now

and in one place and that's exactly what we're going to

get. Much of this year's innovation will take lots of

seemingly disconnected bits and pieces from lots of different

places and putthem together into one easyto use and purposeful

space. The travel app that gives you a true door-to-door

experience, booking you a taxi from home; let's you know if the

plane is on time; checks you in; informs the hotel how far away you

are and checks you into the hotel, and guides you to your room

when you get there and opens the door for you.

THT WORLB OF OBJEIIS IS COMING ATIVE -
Near Field Communication (NFC) or a technical thingy

that casts a virtual net from your mobile device to

digitally connect you to your surroundings. This one has been in

the wings for quite a while and we came close to a launch in 2012,

but 2013 is make or break time for it and when it hits expect to get

rid of your physical credit cards and start connecting with

everything through that little electronic box in your pocket'

lT'S N0T RU[lE T0 P0INI - The mouse and keyboard

are so last century. 2013 is the year ofthe gesture, face

recognition and voice. Every great sci-fi movie has this

as a basic staple and now it's going to become common in an

office and living room near you. Mobile devices, ATMs, cars,

homes, TVs and even fridges will know your face and let you in'

Want to change channels on the TV? Don't reach for the remote,

just swipe your hand in mid-air.

F0UR EYES - 2013 will see the start of a new evolution

in personal viewing displays and they will come buried

inside ordinary looking spectacles and discreet

contact lenses. Google and other developers will all have versions

of heads up display glasses in 2013 and although it will take a while

for them to come down in price and become mainstream, they will

find a market.

00 lT WITH S0M[0NE ELSt - rhere has been a

fundamental shift in management style and business

operations over the last decade' We have moved on

from total obsessive control to a more collaborative and co-

creative management and innovation sPace. Businesses of all sizes

are synergistically and project specifically banding together to

achieve common goals and ambitions, sharing resources and

talents, but also disbanding and moving on, or having multiple

co-creative experiences.

CHAMEtE0N C0MPUTERS - BYoD aka Brins Your

Own Device. One screen, multiple uses in multiple

places. lt's a work computer by day, a play computer

by night and a friend in your handbag when you're out and about'

No it's not three seParate devices; it's just the one device you

carry with you everywhere you 90 and the newest fad in businesses

providing computer hardware and devices to their employees'

PRINT lT REAI - Need a replacement part for your

tractor, but can't get it delivered for two weeks? No

problem, print one out of your very own 3D printer.

This love child of Star Trek's "Beam me uP, Scotty" and your old

fax machine, is the next big industry and will bring with it a

fundamental shift in the way we manufacture, buy, deliver and

innovate.

HEAD lN IHE CL0UUS - our insatiabtehunserfor 24/7

access to all of our information regardless of where

and when we are, has now found a new saviour in the

heavens. Cloud servers are becoming our preferred and trusted

digital storage locker as we move from just storing our emails

there to trusting it with our digital lives and information'

OUT WITH THE NEW ANI IN WIItl THT OLD (IN A NEW

WAY) - Everything old is new again. ln this world of

ever-changing 'things' we are turning to the past, with

a great big dollop of nostalgia, to reinvent what we've already had'

Expect social media to become ordinary. For Facebook, Twitter

and other online conversations to become less 'full on' and for us

to become terribly blas6 about all of this' New digital possibilities,

apps and businesses will rise to refresh and update traditional

offerings. Fashion, food and fun will also receive new twists on old

themes as they make their comeback, yet again'

Y0lJ D0N'T ATWAYS NEID PR0TE[T|0N - rhe first

person to market advantage has never been more

importantthan itwill become. With the world changing

so quickly and innovative ideas abounding the timing involved in

legally locking down ideas, innovations and inventions are

becoming less practical and advice from top legal minds seems to

protect your innovation as much as possible, but don't let it stop

you being first to market. TGn
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